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The actual low is 570 and I 
don't know if it will stand.  
Once the options open we 
should get a better handle 
on things but so far the 
concept is at least sound!

09:30        1.29.16 



With 10 to the open 
Amazon is set to open right 
at the 76% retracement 
near 570.  545 could of 
course be smashed but a 
news inspired dip is classic 
B wave stuff. 

16:00          1.28.16 



The bigger picture courtesy dip 
scenario in Amazon that I 
forecast going into the 550 alert 
does lead to a new all time high.  
That event will be well aided by a 
strong earnings release but what 
if?  Right now all I can do is point 
out that the implicit projection 
from the head and shoulders 
bottom pattern and a test of the 
last reaction high have both been 
seen.    The next upside objective 
is 655 and then 675.  

One might be better suited to be 
long calls than stock overnight 
regardless where the market 
settles out.

13:33          1.28.16 



The implicit target of the 
presumed head and 
shoulders bottom comes in 
right at the last reaction 
high near $625.  If the 
situation is more bullish the 
next target is near $660.  
If the market does set 
back $585+/- should be 
support.

16:00          1.26.16 



Amazon bounced OVER 5% 
since my suggestion to 
consider $550 as an 
opportunity.  While I remain 
bullish if there is a place to 
consider lightening this may 
be it given prices remain 
below both the moving 
average and the top of the 
down channel.

11:16          1.20.16 

10:28          1.21.16 



My Amazon forecast in the 
Members area is suggesting 
a courtesy dip setup into 
this area.  This would be 
consistent with the hope 
that a low in equities is 
close.

I will be monitoring the 
situation but if someone 
really likes this name selling 
puts might be a good way to 
go.

11:16          1.20.16 


